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My Personal Take on the “Science of 
Improvement”

• Scientific regardless of name:
– Science of improvement
– Health care delivery science
– Implementation science
– Systems strengthening
– Systems engineering

• Scientific methods include
– “Model for improvement” promulgated by IHI
– Lean
– Six Sigma
– Lean Six Sigma  

– DMAIC (Design, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control)
– Value stream maps



The Model for Improvement Simplified
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In Summary
• Specify a clear, measurable aim and state when you hope to achieve it 

(“how much by when”)
• Understand the system in which you are trying to reach your goal –

precisely where it can fail, where there is inefficiency and waste, and 
where it needs to be improved and monitored

• Be clear about the expected (predicted) impact of the changes you are 
testing on the outcomes you want to achieve

• Be clear about your implementation plan and the expected outputs of 
your planned activities

• Learn continuously from testing (experimentation) to determine if the 
changes you predict will lead to improvement actually do lead to 
improvement

• Use data to track improvement over time to see if you actually are 
getting closer to achieving your aim

• Understand how to change human behavior (for example, through 
behavioral economics)



Why Research Scientists and Academics 
Should be Comfortable With These Methods

• My ten years working with a PhD scientist to 
develop a staph vaccine…
‒ Mice, PDSAs, and laboratory culture

• Ebola vaccine development



Personal Journey



Personal Improvement Projects
• Sometimes the system needs major change, not 

tinkering
– “Watching the tele…”

• PDSA tests made simple – how to grow cucumbers
• Aerobic exercise at the gym

– 20 minutes on the elliptical and level 10 at least two times per 
week

– “balancing measure” – completion of free weights and machine 
routine



https://youtu.be/MSHO0BiQX2M

https://youtu.be/MSHO0BiQX2M
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Be Clear about Cause and Effect
• We must have a theory, or prediction, that the change(s) 

we are testing and implementing will have a impact on 
the outcome we are trying to improve

• “Driver diagrams” are very useful in displaying your 
theory of cause and effect
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Understanding the System for Losing Weight

“Every system is perfectly 
designed to achieve the results 

that it gets”

Outcome = 
Structure + 
Process
-Donabedian



How Will We Know We Are Improving?
Measurement Framework for Losing Weight 
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• Weight
• BMI
• Body Fat
• Waist size

• Daily calorie 
count

• Exercise 
calorie count • Days between 

workouts

• Avg drinks/
week

• Running 
calorie total

• % of 
opportunities 
used

• Sodas/
week

• Meals off-
plan/week

• Avg cal/day

Etc...
Measures let us
• Monitor progress in 

improving the system
• Identify effective changes





Five Simple Examples of 
Interprofessional QI Involving Trainees

• Do you know who your doctor is?
• “Tinkering” with a teenagers blood pressure medication
• Understanding drug usage and reducing unnecessary 

prescriptions
‒ A million $ discovery by the medical residents

• Learning how to look for medical errors as part of routine 
work

• “He’s always late for rounds”



Experiential Learning – Making 
Rigorous QI Part of Routine Work at 

the Point of Care



Monitoring Patient Safety

• Voluntary event reporting
• Morbidity and mortality conferences/reports
• Chart auditing

– IHI Global Trigger Tool

• Automated data mining
– Patient Safety Indicators (AHRQ PSIs)
– Automated trigger tools

• Random Safety Audit



Random Safety Audit

• Translated from industry (banking and random 
process audits via Paul Plesk)

• Real time by the front line
• Data and feedback virtually immediate

– Reliability of key safety processes evident immediately
– Motivating, enabling, reinforcing; builds self-efficacy and social norms (key 

elements of behavioral change theory)

• Combines audit and feedback with iterative 
PDSAs
– Even better than “what can I try by next Tuesday”



Random Safety Audit

• Systematically monitors a subset of error-prone points 
in the system that have the potential to harm patients

• Items selected randomly to be addressed either:
– On multi-disciplinary rounds (provider input required)
– At any time during the day (provider input not needed)

• Deck can be “packed”
• 20 items developed by expert consensus for testing in 

NICU (21st item added later)
• 4X6 “cards” include yes/no data form; trivia question 

on back



Staff Perceptions of the Random Safety 
Audit

• 84% of staff participated in rounds on which 
audit was performed

• 100% agreed or strongly agreed that this 
improved quality and safety

• 95% agreed or strongly agreed that it increased 
knowledge of clinical guidelines and safety goals

• 9% agreed with the statement “asking a safety 
question of rounds took up too much time”



IMPROVING INTERDISCIPLINARY 
TEAM EFFECTIVENESS BY TEAM 

TRAINING

Project lead: Surekha Bhamidipati, MD
Project Facilitators: Loretta Consiglio- Ward, Carol Moore
DOM sponsor: Dr. Robert Dressler, MD, MBA
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2011

• Physician-
patient 
colocation 
started on pilot 
unit

• Daily 
patient/family 
centered rounds 
(PCR)

2011-12

• PCR expanded to 
several units

• No formal team 
training

• Each unit with a 
different rounds 
dialogue

2013-14

• Inefficient 
rounding

• Variable 
adherence to 
rounds process

• Task force 
established for 
standardization

• Need for team 
training 
identified

Background



Preliminary rounds observations



Aim statement

Improve team communication during interdisciplinary rounds
Where: Medicine unit and step down unit
How much: 15 % from baseline
What: Improve adherence to  three domains of discussion:

• Goals of admission
• Predicted date of discharge
• Task assignment to team members

When: By March 2015



Conceptual theory for change

Hypothesis:
3 domains of interdisciplinary discussion influence Length of Stay (LOS)
- Goals of hospitalization
- Discharge date prediction
- Task assignment/task acceptance



Length of stay driver diagram



Development of education 
strategies

A P
S D

A P
S D

Cycle 1: Videotaping IDR on 5D and debriefing with team about 
performance, pre- post debrief evaluations by Team STEPPS experts

Cycle 2: IDR debrief during a pause in IDR with physician 
alone on 5D and pre post team evaluation by IDR physician 
champion

Cycle 4: IDR debriefs as in cycles 2 
and 3 on unit 3D with pre post team 
evaluations by IDR physician champion

Cycle 3: IDR debrief with physician and 
rounds manager on and pre post evaluation by 
IDR physician champion

Ramp 1 aim
Test several mechanisms of training to identify the best 
mechanism of training IDR teams

Cycle 5: Videotaping IDR on 3D and 
debriefing with team about performance, 
pre- post team evaluations by internal 
Team STEPPS experts

PDSA ramp



Interdisciplinary Rounds                
Team Education Plan

COURSE:

DELIVERY:

PRE
REQUISITES:

AUDIENCE:

• Team STEPPS Overview as applied to 
PCR (1.0 hour) 

• Video Review & Debrief of PCR 
process/best practice (15 min) and 
debrief (30 – 45min) or simulation

• Didactic or online, interactive 
audience discussion, 
simulation , small group 
application sessions 

• PCR  team members: 
attending, nurse, PCF, CM/SW, 
Pharm (clarify who has role of 
rounds coordinator)

• IHI Open School 
Patient Safety: PS 103. 
Teamwork and Communication 
recommended. 

LEVEL: • Basic



Interdisciplinary rounds team 
members

NURSE
PHYSICIAN

PHARMACIST CASE MANAGER/
SOCIAL WORKER

PATIENT CARE 
FACILITATOR



Team STEPPS education sessions: 
5 medicine unit teams

• Class room based training session for unit based interdisciplinary teams
– Concepts of Team STEPPS followed by a team video debrief 
– Video taping of rounds the same day

• Physician leadership training
– Exclusive physician (Hospitalist) training as team leaders in PCR
– Attended by both hospitalist groups





Structured communication creates predictability and 
agreement as to how team members will communicate. 

Use names. Have all team 
members spoken?

“If anyone has 
information that is 
different, please speak 
up at any time.”

“I need a little clarity”

Communication and Leadership



Confirm responsibility for 
ownership of POC action.

Verbalize expected 
discharge date.

“Let’s take a minute to ensure 
we all know what we’re doing 
for this patient today.”
Summarize patient’s goal for 
the day. 

“Does anyone have 
anything to add?”

Who will 
communicate info in 
the absence of a 
team member?

Cross Monitoring & Mutual 
Support
Have I received the 
information I need?



Video debriefs:
Over 20 video debrief sessions to cover rotating 

staff members

There was a clear leader?

Communication clear?

Roles and responsibilities 
understood?

Situation awareness
maintained?

Workload distribution?

Did we ask for or offer
assistance?

Were errors made or 
avoided?

What went well, what should
change, what can improve?

Debriefing is an essential 
tool for effective teamwork 
and an environment of 
continuous learning and 
improvement.



Video debrief

•Unit based (in situ) video and direct observation debriefs
–Direct observation and videotape evaluation also 

served as feedback, training and data collection tools 
for measurement. 

– IDR observation tool utilized for debriefing and 
training 



Video debrief
Teams utilized tool to evaluate self performance

Leadership 

Physician invites team members to speak 
freely and ask questions                      
Delegates tasks or assignments, as 
appropriate 

Situation Monitoring 

Each team member actively shares 
information about each patient
Establishes plan for communication with 
patient/family                                                          

Mutual Support 

Respectful, attentive collaboration 
with team members  
Assistance sought or offered

Communication 

Succinct summary of overnight 
events provided
Today’s plan of care communicated  
Discharge date (anticipated) is 
discussed
Goals for patient clearly summarized



Process measures- team effectiveness
Medicine unit



Medicine unit

Average Rating Baseline (6/2-7/22) Post (8/12-11/12) % Change Post (12/9-3/9) % Change
Delegates Tasks 2 2.3 15% 2.7 35%
Discharge Date 2 2.2 10% 2.8 40%

Goals for Pt Clear 2.5 2.1 -16% 2.8 12%
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		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		1		2		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		1

		6/10/14		5C		O		2		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		2		Attgd (1); PCF(2); SW(1); Pharm(1); RN(1); Chg RN (1)

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		2		2		3		3		2		1		5

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		5

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		5

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		3		1		2		1		2		2		3		3		1		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		2		3		2		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		1		2		2		2						3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		2		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		1		1		2		2		3		3		3		2

		6/25/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		1		3		Attdg (3); PCF (2); SW (1); CM (1); RN (2); RT (1); UC (1); Pharm (1)

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3				3

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		1		3		3

		6/26/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		3		2		2		1		3		2		3		2		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		3		3		3		2		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		3		1		3		2		1		3		attdg (2); PCF (2); SW (1); RN (2); NM (1)

		7/9/14		5C		O		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		1		2		2		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3				3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		2		2

		7/10/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/10/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		1		2		PCF (3); NM (1); Pharm (1)SW (1)

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		1		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		1		3		1		2		2		1		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		3		1		2		2		3		3		2		2		1		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		2				2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		3		2		2		2		3		1		2		2		2		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		1		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/21/14		5A		O		2		1		1		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		3		PCF(4); CM(1), SW(1), Pharm(1),MD(2)

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		1		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3				2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		1

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		1		2		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		O		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		2		2		2		2		PCF(4); MD(1); Pharm (1); NM (1); Other(1)

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		1		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		1		2

		7/23/14		3D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		MD(1); PCF (3); Pharm(1);SW (1);CM (1); RN(2)

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		3		2		3		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		1		3		3		3		1		1		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2				3		2		1		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2		2		2				1		2		3		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		3		2

		7/24/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		2		MD(1); PCF (3); NM(1); Pharm(1);SW (1);CM (1)

		7/24/14		5C		O		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		2

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/6/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3				3		3		2		3		2		3

		8/6/14		3D		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		O		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		1		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		2		3		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		1		2		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		1		1		1		2		1		3		2		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		2		2		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		2

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		3		MD(1); PCF (3)

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		1		3		1		1		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE2

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE3

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		3		2				3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		9/16/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		9/16/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		S		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		2		3		2

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		1		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SB

		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		DB

		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		2		2		1		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		DB

		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		2		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		DB

		11/11/14		5D		S		3		1		3		3				3		3		2		3		3		3				SM

		11/11/14		5D		S		2		2		3		3		3		2				3		3		2		3

		11/11/14		5D		S		2		2		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3

		11/11/14		5D		S		3		2		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3

		11/11/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/11/14		5D		S		3		3		3		2		1		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/11/14		5D		S				3		1		1		1		3		1		1		3		3		3

		11/11/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MG

		11/11/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MG

		11/11/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MG

		11/11/14		5D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/11/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		1		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		1		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		1		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		2		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		S		3		2		1		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3

		11/12/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		CD

		11/12/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		3		3		1		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/12/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/12/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		CD

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		2		3		2		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		2		2		1		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		1		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SM

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MG

		11/12/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MG

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		SN

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		CD

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		CD

		11/13/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST_INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		CD

		12/9/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		GK

		12/9/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		1		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		GK

		12/9/14		5D		O		3		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MK

		12/9/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MK

		12/9/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF		MK

		12/18/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		2		3		3		2		RANDOM		DB

		12/18/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		2		3		RANDOM		DB

		12/18/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		DB

		12/18/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		2		3		3		RANDOM		DB

		12/23/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GQ

		12/23/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GQ

		12/23/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GQ

		12/23/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		RANDOM		GQ

		12/23/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GQ

		12/30/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		SK

		12/30/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SK

		12/30/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SK

		12/30/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SK

		12/30/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		2		1		3		3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/5/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		GK

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		1		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		1		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3				3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/7/15		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		Team Debrief of Videos take 12/30

		1/13/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		CT

		1/13/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3				3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		CT

		1/13/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		CT

		1/13/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		2		3		3		3		RANDOM		CT

		1/13/15		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		RANDOM		CT

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		ST

		1/23/15		3D		O		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SM

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		SD

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SD

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		AA

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		SD

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SD

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SD

		1/27/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		RANDOM		SD

		2/3/15		5D		O		2		3		2		3		1		2				3		2		3		2		POST-DEBRIEF

		2/3/15		5D		O		2		3		2		3		1		2		3		3		2		3		2		POST-DEBRIEF

		2/3/15		5D		O		2		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		2		RANDOM		V4

		2/3/15		5D		O		2		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		V2

		2/3/15		5D		O		2		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		2		3		2		RANDOM		V1

		2/10/15		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		1		2		RANDOM		V1

		2/11/15		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		DA

		2/11/15		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		RANDOM		CT

		2/11/15		3D		O		3		3		2		2		1		3		2		3		3		3		2		RANDOM		CT

		2/11/15		3D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		3		2		RANDOM		CT

		3/3/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		AM

		3/3/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		AM

		3/3/15		5D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		AM

		3/3/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		2		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		CD

		3/3/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		CD

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SG

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SG

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SG

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		RANDOM		SG

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		RANDOM		SG

		3/9/15		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		RANDOM		SG





Obs Key





working charts

		Aggregate thru 7/22/2014

				Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

				All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		O3		76.2%		0.0%		4.8%		47.6%		9.5%		57.1%		19.0%		33.3%		28.6%		28.6%		23.8%

		2		23.8%		85.7%		71.4%		47.6%		14.3%		42.9%		66.7%		47.6%		66.7%		42.9%		66.7%

		1		0.0%		14.3%		23.8%		4.8%		66.7%		0.0%		14.3%		19.0%		4.8%		28.6%		9.5%

		S3		74.8%		50.0%		32.4%		60.7%		34.3%		81.3%		67.0%		55.2%		66.0%		59.6%		52.9%

		2		25.2%		41.2%		55.2%		38.3%		42.2%		18.7%		27.4%		36.2%		33.0%		30.8%		42.3%

		1		0.0%		8.8%		12.4%		0.9%		23.5%		0.0%		5.7%		8.6%		0.9%		9.6%		4.8%

				107		102		105		107		102		107		106		105		106		104		104

		5D data thru 8/14/2014

				Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

				All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		O3		80.0%		0.0%		20.0%		80.0%		20.0%		60.0%		40.0%		40.0%		60.0%		20.0%		40.0%

		2		20.0%		80.0%		60.0%		20.0%		20.0%		40.0%		60.0%		60.0%		40.0%		60.0%		60.0%

		1		0.0%		20.0%		20.0%		0.0%		60.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.0%		0.0%

				5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		S3		76.7%		41.4%		28.6%		76.7%		42.9%		86.7%		66.7%		66.7%		86.7%		79.3%		48.3%

		2		23.3%		48.3%		60.7%		23.3%		46.4%		13.3%		26.7%		26.7%		13.3%		20.7%		44.8%

		1		0.0%		10.3%		10.7%		0.0%		10.7%		0.0%		6.7%		6.7%		0.0%		0.0%		6.9%

				30		29		28		30		28		30		30		30		30		29		29

		3D data thru 8/6/2014

				Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

				All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		O3		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		25.0%		75.0%		25.0%		100.0%		50.0%		25.0%		100.0%

		2		0.0%		100.0%		50.0%		50.0%		25.0%		25.0%		50.0%		0.0%		50.0%		25.0%		0.0%

		1		0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%		25.0%		0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%

		S3		44.0%		50.0%		32.0%		40.0%		28.0%		76.0%		60.0%		84.0%		50.0%		41.7%		45.8%

		2		56.0%		37.5%		48.0%		56.0%		36.0%		24.0%		40.0%		16.0%		50.0%		41.7%		45.8%

		1		0.0%		12.5%		20.0%		4.0%		36.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		16.7%		8.3%

				107		102		105		107		102		107		106		105		106		104		104

		Self 3D

		3		11		12		8		10		7		19		15		21		12		10		11

		2		14		9		12		14		9		6		10		4		12		10		11

		1		0		3		5		1		9		0		0		0		0		4		2

				25		24		25		25		25		25		25		25		24		24		24

				44.0%		50.0%		32.0%		40.0%		28.0%		76.0%		60.0%		84.0%		50.0%		41.7%		45.8%

				56.0%		37.5%		48.0%		56.0%		36.0%		24.0%		40.0%		16.0%		50.0%		41.7%		45.8%

				0.0%		12.5%		20.0%		4.0%		36.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		16.7%		8.3%

		Observer 3D

		3		4		0		0		2		1		3		1		4		2		1		4

		2		0		4		2		2		1		1		2		0		2		1		0

		1		0		0		2		0		2		0		1		0		0		2		0

				4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4

				100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		25.0%		75.0%		25.0%		100.0%		50.0%		25.0%		100.0%

				0.0%		100.0%		50.0%		50.0%		25.0%		25.0%		50.0%		0.0%		50.0%		25.0%		0.0%

				0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%		25.0%		0.0%		0.0%		50.0%		0.0%

		Self 5B

		3		33		14		15		20		10		27		24		12		24		25		19

		2		0		15		17		13		16		6		6		16		8		7		12

		1		0		2		0		0		5		0		2		5		1		1		1

				33		31		32		33		31		33		32		33		33		33		32

		S3		100.0%		45.2%		46.9%		60.6%		32.3%		81.8%		75.0%		36.4%		72.7%		75.8%		59.4%

		2		0.0%		48.4%		53.1%		39.4%		51.6%		18.2%		18.8%		48.5%		24.2%		21.2%		37.5%

		1		0.0%		6.5%		0.0%		0.0%		16.1%		0.0%		6.3%		15.2%		3.0%		3.0%		3.1%

		Observer 5B

		3		6		0		0		1		0		2		2		2		1		2		1

		2		0		5		6		4		0		4		2		2		4		3		4

		1		0		1		0		1		6		0		2		2		1		1		1

				6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

		O3		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		16.7%		0.0%		33.3%		33.3%		33.3%		16.7%		33.3%		16.7%

		2		0.0%		83.3%		100.0%		66.7%		0.0%		66.7%		33.3%		33.3%		66.7%		50.0%		66.7%

		1		0.0%		16.7%		0.0%		16.7%		100.0%		0.0%		33.3%		33.3%		16.7%		16.7%		16.7%

		5B data 5/8/2014 thru 8/6/2014

				Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

				All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		O3		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		16.7%		0.0%		33.3%		33.3%		33.3%		16.7%		33.3%		16.7%

		2		0.0%		83.3%		100.0%		66.7%		0.0%		66.7%		33.3%		33.3%		66.7%		50.0%		66.7%

		1		0.0%		16.7%		0.0%		16.7%		100.0%		0.0%		33.3%		33.3%		16.7%		16.7%		16.7%

				6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

		S3		100.0%		45.2%		46.9%		60.6%		32.3%		81.8%		75.0%		36.4%		72.7%		75.8%		59.4%

		2		0.0%		48.4%		53.1%		39.4%		51.6%		18.2%		18.8%		48.5%		24.2%		21.2%		37.5%

		1		0.0%		6.5%		0.0%		0.0%		16.1%		0.0%		6.3%		15.2%		3.0%		3.0%		3.1%

				33		31		32		33		31		33		32		33		33		33		32

		Self 5C

		3		13		12		6		14		9		14		12		10		11		12		9

		2		5		5		11		4		4		4		6		4		7		4		7

		1		0		1		1		0		4		0		0		2		0		1		1

				18		18		18		18		17		18		18		16		18		17		17

		S3		72.2%		66.7%		33.3%		77.8%		52.9%		77.8%		66.7%		62.5%		61.1%		70.6%		52.9%

		2		27.8%		27.8%		61.1%		22.2%		23.5%		22.2%		33.3%		25.0%		38.9%		23.5%		41.2%

		1		0.0%		5.6%		5.6%		0.0%		23.5%		0.0%		0.0%		12.5%		0.0%		5.9%		5.9%

		Observer 5C

		3		4		0		1		5		2		5		0		0		2		3		2

		2		4		8		6		3		1		3		8		6		6		4		5

		1		0		0		1		0		5		0		0		2		0		1		1

				8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8

		O3		50.0%		0.0%		12.5%		62.5%		25.0%		62.5%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%		37.5%		25.0%

		2		50.0%		100.0%		75.0%		37.5%		12.5%		37.5%		100.0%		75.0%		75.0%		50.0%		62.5%

		1		0.0%		0.0%		12.5%		0.0%		62.5%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%		0.0%		12.5%		12.5%

		5C data 5/15/2014 thru 8/7/2014

				Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

				All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		O3		50.0%		0.0%		12.5%		62.5%		25.0%		62.5%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%		37.5%		25.0%

		2		50.0%		100.0%		75.0%		37.5%		12.5%		37.5%		100.0%		75.0%		75.0%		50.0%		62.5%

		1		0.0%		0.0%		12.5%		0.0%		62.5%		0.0%		0.0%		25.0%		0.0%		12.5%		12.5%

				8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8

		S3		72.2%		66.7%		33.3%		77.8%		52.9%		77.8%		66.7%		62.5%		61.1%		70.6%		52.9%

		2		27.8%		27.8%		61.1%		22.2%		23.5%		22.2%		33.3%		25.0%		38.9%		23.5%		41.2%

		1		0.0%		5.6%		5.6%		0.0%		23.5%		0.0%		0.0%		12.5%		0.0%		5.9%		5.9%

				18		18		18		18		17		18		18		16		18		17		17



PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invit	es team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.76190476190476186	0	4.7619047619047616E-2	0.47619047619047616	9.5238095238095233E-2	0.5714285714285714	0.19047619047619047	0.33333333333333331	0.2857142857142857	0.2857142857142857	0.23809523809523808	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to	 speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.23809523809523808	0.8571428571428571	0.7142857142857143	0.47619047619047616	0.14285714285714285	0.42857142857142855	0.66666666666666663	0.47619047619047616	0.66666666666666663	0.42857142857142855	0.66666666666666663	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to sp	eak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.14285714285714285	0.23809523809523808	4.7619047619047616E-2	0.66666666666666663	0	0.14285714285714285	0.19047619047619047	4.7619047619047616E-2	0.2857142857142857	9.5238095238095233E-2	

5C PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.72222222222222221	0.66666666666666663	0.33333333333333331	0.77777777777777779	0.52941176470588236	0.77777777777777779	0.66666666666666663	0.625	0.61111111111111116	0.70588235294117652	0.52941176470588236	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.27777777777777779	0.27777777777777779	0.61111111111111116	0.22222222222222221	0.23529411764705882	0.22222222222222221	0.33333333333333331	0.25	0.3888888888888889	0.23529411764705882	0.41176470588235292	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	5.5555555555555552E-2	5.5555555555555552E-2	0	0.23529411764705882	0	0	0.125	0	5.8823529411764705E-2	5.8823529411764705E-2	PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites t	eam members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.74766355140186913	0.5	0.32380952380952382	0.60747663551401865	0.34313725490196079	0.81308411214953269	0.66981132075471694	0.55238095238095242	0.660377358490566	0.59615384615384615	0.52884615384615385	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to spea	k freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.25233644859813081	0.41176470588235292	0.55238095238095242	0.38317757009345793	0.42156862745098039	0.18691588785046728	0.27358490566037735	0.3619047619047619	0.330188679245283	0.30769230769230771	0.42307692307692307	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak 	freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	8.8235294117647065E-2	0.12380952380952381	9.3457943925233638E-3	0.23529411764705882	0	5.6603773584905662E-2	8.5714285714285715E-2	9.433962264150943E-3	9.6153846153846159E-2	4.807692307692308E-2	



5D PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.8	0	0.2	0.8	0.2	0.6	0.4	0.4	0.6	0.2	0.4	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak free	ly and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.2	0.8	0.6	0.2	0.2	0.4	0.6	0.6	0.4	0.6	0.6	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares informa	tion about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.2	0.2	0	0.6	0	0	0	0	0.2	0	

5D PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.76666666666666672	0.41379310344827586	0.2857142857142857	0.76666666666666672	0.42857142857142855	0.8666666666666667	0.66666666666666663	0.66666666666666663	0.8666666666666667	0.7931034482758621	0.48275862068965519	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.23333333333333334	0.48275862068965519	0.6071428571428571	0.23333333333333334	0.4642857142857143	0.13333333333333333	0.26666666666666666	0.26666666666666666	0.13333333333333333	0.20689655172413793	0.44827586206896552	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.10344827586206896	0.10714285714285714	0	0.10714285714285714	0	6.6666666666666666E-2	6.6666666666666666E-2	0	0	6.8965517241379309E-2	3D PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members 	to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	1	0	0	0.5	0.25	0.75	0.25	1	0.5	0.25	1	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares 	information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	1	0.5	0.5	0.25	0.25	0.5	0	0.5	0.25	0	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collab	oration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0	0.5	0	0.5	0	0.25	0	0	0.5	0	3D PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team 	members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.44	0.5	0.32	0.4	0.28000000000000003	0.76	0.6	0.84	0.5	0.41666666666666669	0.45833333333333331	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.56000000000000005	0.375	0.48	0.56000000000000005	0.36	0.24	0.4	0.16	0.5	0.41666666666666669	0.45833333333333331	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.125	0.2	0.04	0.36	0	0	0	0	0.16666666666666666	8.3333333333333329E-2	5B PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	1	0	0	0.16666666666666666	0	0.33333333333333331	0.33333333333333331	0.33333333333333331	0.16666666666666666	0.33333333333333331	0.16666666666666666	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.83333333333333337	1	0.66666666666666663	0	0.66666666666666663	0.33333333333333331	0.33333333333333331	0.66666666666666663	0.5	0.66666666666666663	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak fre	ely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.16666666666666666	0	0.16666666666666666	1	0	0.33333333333333331	0.33333333333333331	0.16666666666666666	0.16666666666666666	0.16666666666666666	5B PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	1	0.45161290322580644	0.46875	0.60606060606060608	0.32258064516129031	0.81818181818181823	0.75	0.36363636363636365	0.72727272727272729	0.75757575757575757	0.59375	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team mem	bers to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.4838709677419355	0.53125	0.39393939393939392	0.5161290322580645	0.18181818181818182	0.1875	0.48484848484848486	0.24242424242424243	0.21212121212121213	0.375	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	6.4516129032258063E-2	0	0	0.16129032258064516	0	6.25E-2	0.15151515151515152	3.0303030303030304E-2	3.0303030303030304E-2	3.125E-2	5C PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.5	0	0.125	0.625	0.25	0.625	0	0	0.25	0.375	0.25	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.5	1	0.75	0.375	0.125	0.375	1	0.75	0.75	0.5	0.625	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient 	 	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0	0.125	0	0.625	0	0	0.25	0	0.125	0.125	Obs & good



working data

								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		5/8/14		5B		O		4		3		3		4		1		3		5		4		2		2		2

		5/15/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		1		1		3		3		2

		5/15/14		5C		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		5/29/14		5B		O		3		1		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		3		3

		5/29/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		3		3		2

		6/2/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		2		3		3		3		1		2

		6/5/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		6/5/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		3		3

		6/10/14		5C		O		2		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		2

		6/11/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		1		2

		6/26/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2

		7/9/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		3		1		3		2		1		2

		7/9/14		5C		O		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		7/10/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		1		2

		7/10/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		2		2		2		3

		7/21/14		5A		O		2		1		1		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1

		7/22/14		5D		O		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		2		2		2		2

		7/23/14		3D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3

		7/24/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5C		O		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		2

						21

						3		15		0		1		9		2		12		3		6		6		6		5

						4		1		0		0		1		0		0		0		1		0		0		0

						5		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0

								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		2		2		3		3		2		1		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		1

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		3		1		2		1		2		2		3		3		1		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		2		3		2		2		2		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		1		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		1		1		2		2		3		3		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		3		2		2		1		3		2		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		1

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		3		3		3		2		3		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		1		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		1		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		1		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		1		3		1		2		2		1		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		3		1		2		2		3		3		2		2		1		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		2				2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		1

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		3		2		2		2		3		1		2		2		2		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		2

		7/21/14		5A		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		1		3

		7/21/14		5A		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		5/8/14		5B		S		5		4		4		4		2		4		4		3		4		3		4

		5/8/14		5B		S		4		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		5/8/14		5B		S		5		5		5		5		4		4		4		5		4		4		4

		5/8/14		5B		S		4		5		4		5		2		5		5		5		5		3		5

		5/8/14		5B		S		4		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5

		5/8/14		5B		S		4		4		4		5		4		5		5		5		5		5		5

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		2

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3						2		1		3		1		2		3		3		2

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		2		3

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		2		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		3		3				3		3		1		3		2		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3				3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		2		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		3		2		3		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		1		3		3		3		1		1		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2				3		2		1		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2		2		2				1		2		3		1

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		3		2

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3				3		3				3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		2

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3				3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/10/14		5C		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		1		1		3		1		3		3		1		2		1		1

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		1		2		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		1		2		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		3		2				3		2		2		2		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		1				3		1		3		2		1		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3				3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3				3

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		1		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3				2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		1		2		3		3		3

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		3		3		3

						3		80		51		34		65		35		87		71		58		70		62		55

						2		27		42		58		41		43		20		29		38		35		32		44
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								107		102		105		107		102		107		106		105		106		104		104

						total		107		102		105		107		102		107		106		105		106		104		104

				25

				26

				9

				33

		WORKING DATA 5D

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		1

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		3		2				3		2		2		2		3		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		1				3		1		3		2		1		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/2/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3				3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/11/14		5D		S		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3				3

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		6/26/14		5D		S		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		1		3		3

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		1		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3				2		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		1

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		2		1		3		2		3		1		2		3		3		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/22/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		3		3		2

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		2		2		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		2		3

		8/14/14		5D		S		3		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		2

						Self 5D																								Total Resp

						3		23		12		8		23		12		26		20		20		26		23		14

						2		7		14		17		7		13		4		8		8		4		6		13

						1		0		3		3		0		3		0		2		2		0		0		2

								30		29		28		30		28		30		30		30		30		29		29

						SELF "3"

						6/2/14		9		3		4		7		2		8		6		6		7		6		4		1

						6/11/14		4		6		1		7		3		7		5		6		7		7		6		1

						6/26/14		3		1		2		2		3		3		3		1		3		2		1		1

						7/22/14		4		1		0		4		3		4		3		3		5		5		0		1

								20		11		7		20		11		22		17		16		22		20		11		4

								77%		42%		27%		77%		42%		85%		65%		62%		85%		77%		42%		100%

						OBSERVER "3"

						6/2/14		1		0		0		1		0		0		1		1		1		0		0

						6/11/14		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0

						6/26/14		1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		1

						7/22/14		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

								3		0		1		3		1		2		2		2		3		1		1

								75%		0%		25%		75%		25%		50%		50%		50%		75%		25%		25%

		6/2/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		2		3		3		3		1		2

		6/11/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		2

		6/26/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/22/14		5D		O		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		2		2		2		2

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		3



						Observer 5D

						3		4		0		1		4		1		3		2		2		3		1		2

						2		1		4		3		1		1		2		3		3		2		3		3

						1		0		1		1		0		3		0		0		0		0		1		0

								5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5		5



								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		1		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		2		3		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		1		2		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		1		1		1		2		1		3		2		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		AVG [8/12]		5D		PRE_CYCLE1						1.8														1.4		1.2

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		1		3		1		1		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		AVG [8/14]		5D		POST_CYCLE1						2.75														2.25		2.25

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE2

		AVG [9/8]		5D		PRE_CYCLE2						2														1		1

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		AVG [9/8]		5D		POST_CYCLE2						2														2.5		3

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE3

		AVG [9/8]		5D		PRE_CYCLE3						2														1		1

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		3		2				3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		AVG [9/8]		5D		O						2														3		3



																														9

																														7

																														3

								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication								7

				SELF "3"		Debrief		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

						#1 6/2/2014		100%		33%		44%		78%		22%		89%		67%		67%		78%		67%		44%

						#2  6/11/2014		57%		86%		14%		100%		43%		100%		71%		86%		100%		100%		86%

						#3  6/26/2014		100%		33%		67%		67%		100%		100%		100%		33%		100%		67%		33%

						#4  7/22/2014		57%		14%		0%		57%		43%		57%		43%		43%		71%		71%		0%

						Aggregate		77%		42%		27%		77%		42%		85%		65%		62%		85%		77%		42%

				OBSERVER "3"		6/2/14		100%		0%		0%		100%		0%		0%		100%		100%		100%		0%		0%

						6/11/14		100%		0%		0%		100%		0%		100%		0%		0%		100%		100%		0%

						6/26/14		100%		0%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		0%		100%

						7/22/14		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

						Aggregate		75%		0%		25%		75%		25%		50%		50%		50%		75%		25%		25%

								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

						Team Behavior Observed & Good (%)		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

						Self		77%		42%		27%		77%		42%		85%		65%		62%		85%		77%		42%

						Observer		75%		0%		25%		75%		25%		50%		50%		50%		75%		25%		25%

		WORKING DATA 3D

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		2		2		3		3		2		1		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		1		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		1

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		3		1		2		1		2		2		3		3		1		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		2		3		2		2		2		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		1		1		2		1		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/25/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/25/14		3D		S		3		2		2		1		1		2		2		3		3		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		3		2		2		1		3		2		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		1

		7/9/14		3D		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		2

		7/9/14		3D		S		2				3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/9/14		3D		S		2		2		2		2		1		3		3		3		2		3		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		1		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		2		3

		7/23/14		3D		S		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		1		3

						Self 3D

						3		11		12		8		10		7		19		15		21		12		10		11

						2		14		9		12		14		9		6		10		4		12		10		11

						1		0		3		5		1		9		0		0		0		0		4		2

								25		24		25		25		25		25		25		25		24		24		24

		6/25/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		2		2		3		2		1		3

		7/9/14		3D		O		3		2		1		2		1		3		1		3		2		1		3

		7/23/14		3D		O		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3

		8/6/14		3D		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

						Observer 3D

						3		4		0		0		2		1		3		1		4		2		1		4

						2		0		4		2		2		1		1		2		0		2		1		0

						1		0		0		2		0		2		0		1		0		0		2		0

								4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4

		Working DATA 5B

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/8/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		3		2

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5B		S		3						2		1		3		1		2		3		3		2

		5/15/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		3		2		3

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3		3		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		2		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		2		3		3				3		3		1		3		2		2

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3

		6/5/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		2		2		3		3		2		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		3		2		2		3		2

		7/10/14		5B		S		3				3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		7/10/14		5B		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		2		3

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		3		2		3		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		3		1		3		3		3		1		1		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2				3		2		1		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		1		2		2		2		2				1		2		3		1

		7/24/14		5B		S		3		2		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		3		2

						Self 3D

						3		33		14		15		20		10		27		24		12		24		25		19

						2		0		15		17		13		16		6		6		16		8		7		12

						1		0		2		0		0		5		0		2		5		1		1		1

								33		31		32		33		31		33		32		33		33		33		32

		5/8/14		5B		O		3		2		2		3		1		2		3		3		1		1		1

		5/15/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		1		1		3		3		2

		5/29/14		5B		O		3		1		2		1		1		2		1		2		2		3		2

		6/5/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		3

		7/10/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		2		2		2		2

		7/24/14		5B		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		3		2		2		2

						Observer 3D

						3		6		0		0		1		0		2		2		2		1		2		1

						2		0		5		6		4		0		4		2		2		4		3		4

						1		0		1		0		1		6		0		2		2		1		1		1

								6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6		6

		WORKING DATA 5C

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3				3		3				3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		2		3		3		3		2		2

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		3		3		3		3		3				3

		5/15/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

		6/10/14		5C		S		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		2		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		2		2		3		2		3		3		2		2		2		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		1		1		3		1		3		3		1		2		1		1

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		1		2		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		2		1		2		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		S		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		3

		8/7/04		5C		S		2		3		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		2		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3

		8/7/14		5C		S		2		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3



						Self 5C

						3		13		12		6		14		9		14		12		10		11		12		9

						2		5		5		11		4		4		4		6		4		7		4		7

						1		0		1		1		0		4		0		0		2		0		1		1

								18		18		18		18		17		18		18		16		18		17		17

		5/15/14		5C		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		2		2

		5/29/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		3		3		1

		6/5/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		3		2

		6/10/14		5C		O		2		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		2

		7/9/14		5C		O		2		2		1		3		1		2		2		1		2		2		3

		7/10/14		5C		O		3		2		2		3		3		3		2		2		2		1		2

		7/24/14		5C		O		2		2		2		2		2		3		2		2		2		3		2

		8/7/14		5C		O		2		2		3		2		3		2		2		2		3		2		3

						Observer 5C

						3		4		0		1		5		2		5		0		0		2		3		2

						2		4		8		6		3		1		3		8		6		6		4		5

						1		0		0		1		0		5		0		0		2		0		1		1

								8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8		8



Observer	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.75	0	0.25	0.75	0.25	0.5	0.5	0.5	0.75	0.25	0.25	Self	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes pl	an for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	0.26923076923076922	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	0.84615384615384615	0.65384615384615385	0.61538461538461542	0.84615384615384615	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	Team Behavior "Observed and Good" 

Self	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collabor	ation with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	0.26923076923076922	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	0.84615384615384615	0.65384615384615385	0.61538461538461542	0.84615384615384615	0.76923076923076927	0.42307692307692307	All required team members assembled - 5D PCRs

All required team members assembled	#1 6/2/2014	#2  6/11/2014	#3  6/26/2014	#4  7/22/2014	1	0.5714285714285714	1	0.5714285714285714	PCR Video Debrief Date



Team Members Rated as "Good & Observed"

Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions - 5D PCRs 

Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	#1 6/2/2014	#2  6/11/2014	#3  6/26/2014	#4  7/22/2014	0.33333333333333331	0.8571428571428571	0.33333333333333331	0.14285714285714285	PCR Video Debrief Date

Team Members Rated as "Good & Observed"

Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate - 5D PCRs

Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	#1 6/2/2014	#2  6/11/2014	#3  6/26/2014	#4  7/22/2014	0.44444444444444442	0.14285714285714285	0.66666666666666663	0	PCR Video Debrief Date

Team Members Rated as "Good & Observed"



5D Data charts

								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		1		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		2		3		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2		1		2		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		8/12/14		5D		O		3		2		1		1		1		2		1		3		2		2		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE1

		AVG [8/12]		5D		PRE_CYCLE1						1.8														1.4		1.2

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		3		1		3		1		1		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		8/14/14		5D		O		3		2		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE1_MDT DEBRIEF

		AVG [8/14]		5D		POST_CYCLE1						2.75														2.25		2.25

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE2

		AVG [9/8]		5D		PRE_CYCLE2						2														1		1

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		2		2		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE2_DOC DEBRIEF

		AVG [9/8]		5D		POST_CYCLE2						2														2.5		3

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		2		2		1		1		PRE-INTER_CYCLE3

		AVG [9/8]		5D		PRE_CYCLE3						2														1		1

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		2		3		3		3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		9/8/14		5D		O		3		2		2		3		1		3		2		3		2				3		POST-INTER_CYCLE3_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

		AVG [9/8]		5D		POST_CYCLE3						2														3		3

		9/16/14		5D		O		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2

		9/16/14		5D		O		3		2		2		2		1		3		2		3		3		2		3

		AVG [9/16]		5D		POST						2.5														2		2.5



								Leadership		Communication		Communication

		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		CYCLE		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized		# OBSERVATIONS

		8/12/14		5D		PRE_PDCA1		1.8		1.4		1.2		5

		8/14/14		5D		POST_PDCA1		2.75		2.25		2.25		4



		9/8/14		5D		PRE_PDCA2		2		1		1		1

		9/8/14		5D		POST_PDCA2		2		2.5		3		2



		9/8/14		5D		PRE_PDCA3		2		1		1		1

		9/8/14		5D		POST_PDCA3		2		3		3		2

						Average Rating		Baseline (6/2-7/22)		Post (8/12-11/12)		% Change		Post (12/9-3/9)		% Change

						Delegates Tasks		2		2.3		15%		2.7		35%

						Discharge Date		2		2.2		10%		2.8		40%

						Goals for Pt Clear		2.5		2.1		-16%		2.8		12%



5D PCR Team Performance - Observer Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.8	0	0.2	0.8	0.2	0.6	0.4	0.4	0.6	0.2	0.4	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak free	ly and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.2	0.8	0.6	0.2	0.2	0.4	0.6	0.6	0.4	0.6	0.6	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares informa	tion about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.2	0.2	0	0.6	0	0	0	0	0.2	0	

5D PCR Team Performance - Self Evaluations

All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.76666666666666672	0.41379310344827586	0.2857142857142857	0.76666666666666672	0.42857142857142855	0.8666666666666667	0.66666666666666663	0.66666666666666663	0.8666666666666667	0.7931034482758621	0.48275862068965519	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0.23333333333333334	0.48275862068965519	0.6071428571428571	0.23333333333333334	0.4642857142857143	0.13333333333333333	0.26666666666666666	0.26666666666666666	0.13333333333333333	0.20689655172413793	0.44827586206896552	All required team members assembled	Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   	Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Each team member actively shares information about each patient  	Establishes plan for communication with patient/family	Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 	Assistance sought or offered	Succinct summary of overnight events provided	Today’s plan of care communicated	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Goals for patient clearly summarized	0	0.10344827586206896	0.10714285714285714	0	0.10714285714285714	0	6.6666666666666666E-2	6.6666666666666666E-2	0	0	6.8965517241379309E-2	5D PCR Leadership: Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate

Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	PRE_PDCA1	POST_PDCA1	PRE_PDCA2	POST_PDCA2	PRE_PDCA3	POST_PDCA3	1.8	2.75	2	2	2	2	5D PCR Communication: Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed

Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	PRE_PDCA1	POST_PDCA1	PRE_PDCA2	POST_PDCA2	PRE_PDCA3	POST_PDCA3	1.4	2.25	1	2.5	1	3	5D PCR Communication: Goals for patient clearly summarized

Goals for patient clearly summarized	PRE_PDCA1	POST_PDCA1	PRE_PDCA2	POST_PDCA2	PRE_PDCA3	POST_PDCA3	1.2	2.25	1	3	1	3	
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5D PCR Observations - In-Situ Simultation Observer Assessments

6/2/2014 - 5D - O	Average of Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Average of 	Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Average of Goals for patient clearly summarized	2	1	2	6/11/2014 - 5D - O	Average of Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Average of Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Average of Goals for patient clearly summarized	2	3	3	6/26/2014 - 5D - O	Average of Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Average of Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Average of Goals for patient clearly summarized	3	2	2	7/22/2014 - 5D - O	Average of Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate	Average of Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed	Average of Goals for patient clearly summarized	1	2	2	



3D Data charts

																																								Team Structure		Leadership				Situation Monitoring				Mutual Support				Communication

																																		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		Observer:
S=Self rated by team;
O=TS Observer		All required team members assembled		Physician invites team members to speak freely and ask questions   		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Each team member actively shares information about each patient  		Establishes plan for communication with patient/family		Respectful, attentive collaboration with team members 		Assistance sought or offered		Succinct summary of overnight events provided		Today’s plan of care communicated		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		2		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		AVG [10/1] PRE		3D		PRE_INTER						2.75														3		3

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		10/1/14		3D		O		3		3		3		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		3		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF

																																		AVG [10/1] POST		3D		POST_INTER						2.75														3		3

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		2		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		3		3		3		3		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		3		3		1		3		3		1		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/15/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		1		3		3		2		2		PRE-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		AVG [10/15] PRE		3D		PRE_INTER						1.5														2.25		2.5

																																		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		2		3		2		3		3		2		3		POST-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		2		3		1		3		3		3		3		3		2		POST-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		3		2		2		1		POST-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		10/16/14		3D		O		3		3		1		3		1		3		1		2		3		3		3		POST-INTER_MDT DEBRIEF

																																		AVG [10/16] POST		3D		POST_INTER						1.25														2.5		2.25







																																								Leadership		Communication		Communication

																																		Obs-Debrf Date		PCU		CYCLE		Delegates tasks or assignments, as appropriate		Discharge date (anticipated) is discussed		Goals for patient clearly summarized		# OBSERVATIONS

																																		10/1/14		3D		PRE_INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF		2.75		3		3		4

																																		10/1/14		3D		POST-INTER_DOC&PCF DEBRIEF		2.75		3		3		4



																																		DATE		UNIT		INTER CYCLE		AVG		AVG		AVG		#

																																		DATE		UNIT		INTER CYCLE		AVG		AVG		AVG		#
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Process measures- Team effectiveness- step 
down unit



Stepdown unit

Average Rating
Baseline 

(6/25-8/6)
Post 

(10/1-11/13)
% Change

Post 
(12/9-3/10)

% Change

Delegates Tasks 1.5 2.2 47% 2.4 60%
Discharge Date 1.75 2.7 54% 2.6 49%

Goals for Pt Clear 3 2.7 -10% 2.7 -10%



Measurement- Avg. LOS-
Medicine unit

Total N of Patients=5,860



Measurement- Avg. LOS- Step down 
unit

Total N of Patients=1,697



Conclusions

• Team training is effective 
• Effect on LOS is unclear 
• Sustaining short term gains is key to 

changing culture



Barriers

• Team members availability
• Defining LOS 



Team training lessons learned

• Just in time targeted training in smaller 
doses 

• Self-reflection through in-situ work 
processes with guided debriefing  

• Feedback in a safe environment



QI Lessons learned

• Conceptual models
• Attribution effect



Questions?





IHI Improvement Scholars Program
A Non-clinical Perspective

Lisa S Powell, MBA





AIAMC and IHI are partnering to….

“….develop leaders who will have an 
opportunity to influence quality of 
care over a long period of time”



Why is QI Education Important to GME

» The right thing to do for 
our patients

» Prepares our physician 
learners for 
independent practice

» Accreditation

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjNv5HU4bjLAhUBeSYKHbE5DMEQjRwIBw&url=http://medicine.uams.edu/faculty/cme/qie/basic-recommended-qi-education-for-all-uams-providers/&bvm=bv.116573086,d.cWw&psig=AFQjCNGcLmwlBQcg92jyxMD8sBTSnp9enA&ust=1457790143623473
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjNv5HU4bjLAhUBeSYKHbE5DMEQjRwIBw&url=http://medicine.uams.edu/faculty/cme/qie/basic-recommended-qi-education-for-all-uams-providers/&bvm=bv.116573086,d.cWw&psig=AFQjCNGcLmwlBQcg92jyxMD8sBTSnp9enA&ust=1457790143623473


ACGME 



ACGME CLER Pathway to Excellence



CLER PATHWAY 1: Patient Safety

» PS Pathway 1: Reporting of adverse events, close calls (near 
misses)

» PS Pathway 2: Education on patient safety

» PS Pathway 3: Culture of safety

» PS Pathway 4: Resident/fellow experience in patient safety 
investigations and follow-up

» PS Pathway 5: Clinical site monitoring of resident/fellow 
engagement in patient safety

» PS Pathway 6: Clinical site monitoring of faculty member 
engagement in patient safety



CLER PATHWAY 2: Healthcare Quality

» HQ Pathway 1: Education on quality improvement

» HQ Pathway 2: Resident/fellow engagement in 
quality improvement activities

» HQ Pathway 3: Residents/fellows receive data on 
quality metrics

» HQ Pathway 4: Resident/fellow engagement in 
planning for quality improvement



Benefits of IHI Program

» Changes the perspective on QI with the Model for 
Improvement

» Provides tools needed to be successful in QI 
endeavors

» Guides you through a real world example to 
assure classroom comprehension and application 
of skills of learned



Resident  / Faculty Education

Model for Improvement

AIM Statements

Metric Selection

Simple Test of Change

Rapid Improvement Cycles



Sparrow Benefits

» Alignment with organizational initiatives to improve 
patient care

» Focused effort on reducing readmission rates

» Medication reconciliation rate compliance in EMR



Sparrow Benefits

» Multiple program level QI projects designed around 
areas of institutional focus

» Patient safety event reporting

» CAUTI rates

» Time to parenteral pain control in long bone 
fractures

» Resource Utilization – Daily CBC Orders



Outcome of IHI Improvement Scholar 
Investment

» Alignment with the organization in QI efforts

» Residents and faculty engaged in QI/PS

» Multiple ongoing GME QI projects

» Improved outcomes for our patients

» Impressed C Suite



QUESTIONS?
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